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Zusammenfassung
Kleine, reaktive Moleküle werden als Intermediate in atmosphärischen und
astronomischen Prozessen postuliert, sind jedoch häufig kaum oder überhaupt nicht
untersucht. Mithilfe der Matrixisolationstechnik gelingt es, die Lebensdauer solcher
Spezies unter kryogenen Bedingungen zu verlängern und somit ihre Charakterisierung
mit spektroskopischen Methoden zu ermöglichen. Der quantenmechanische Tunneleffekt
führt dazu, dass selbst manche matrixisolierte Moleküle nicht persistent sind.
Untersuchungen dieses Effekts führten schließlich zu einem neuen Prinzip in der Chemie,
nämlich dem der Tunnelkontrolle.
Im Rahmen dieser Arbeit wurden, unter anderem, zwei neue Hydroxycarbene dargestellt
und bezüglich ihrer Tunnelreaktivität analysiert. Von besonderem Interesse ist der
Einfluss des Substituenten auf die Tunnelkinetik. So soll dazu beigetragen werden, ein
besseres und intuitives Verständnis chemischer Tunnelprozesse zu erlangen, damit der
Effekt beispielsweise in synthetischen Aufgabenstellungen gezielt eingesetzt werden
kann. Die in dieser Arbeit erstmals dargestellten Spezies wurden außerdem in der
Literatur bezüglich ihrer Rolle in atmosphärischen oder astronomischen Vorgängen
diskutiert. Ihre direkte spektroskopische Charakterisierung stellt die chemische
Grundlage postulierter Mechanismen und Modelle solcher Prozesse dar.
In der ersten Veröffentlichung wurde das bisher unbekannte Thiolimintautomer
HC(NH)SH des Thioformamids (HC(S)NH2) in kryogenen Argon- und
Stickstoffmatrices photochemisch generiert. Eines der beobachteten vier Konformere
dieser neuen Verbindung geht eine durch Tunneln ermöglichte Torsion um die C–S
Bindung ein.
Die erstmalige Darstellung und spektroskopische Charakterisierung des
Aminohydroxymethylens (H2N–C̈–OH) ist Gegenstand der zweiten Publikation.
Aminohydroxymethylen ist in einer Argonmatrix bei 3 K persistent und zerfällt unter
Bestrahlung mit UV-Licht zu NH3 + CO sowie HNCO + H2.
Über ein weiteres neues Hydroxycarben, nämlich Ethynylhydroxycarben
(HC≡C–C̈–OH), wird in der dritten Veröffentlichung berichtet. Dieses reagiert in einem
konformerspezifischen und für Hydroxycarbene typischen Tunnelprozess zu Propinal.
In der vierten Publikation wurde das bisher unbekannte cis-cis-Konformer des
Dihydroxycarbens (HO–C̈–OH) durch Bestrahlung mit nahem Infrarotlicht aus
energetisch niedrigeren Konformeren in einer Stickstoffmatrix erzeugt. Neben
Konformerentunneln deuten die gemessenen Kinetiken des Abbaus dieser Verbindung
auf eine Nebenreaktion, nämlich den Zerfall zu CO2 und H2, hin.
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Abstract
Small, reactive molecules are intermediates postulated in atmospheric and astrochemical
processes. However, little to nothing is known about many such species. With the help of
the matrix isolation technique the lifetime of reactive molecules can be increased allowing
for their direct spectroscopic investigation. Quantum mechanical tunneling leads to the
depletion of some matrix-isolated species. Investigating this effect eventually led to a
novel chemical principle, namely tunneling control.
During this work, two novel hydroxycarbenes, among others, were generated and their
tunneling behaviors were studied. The focus lies on the effect of substitution on tunneling
half-lives, aiming to create a better and more intuitive understanding of quantum
mechanical tunneling in chemistry. This might eventually enable exploiting this effect,
e.g., in chemical synthesis. The species generated herein were discussed regarding their
role in atmospheric and astrochemical processes in the literature and their direct
spectroscopic characterization provides the chemical basis for models used in these fields.
In the first publication, the hitherto unknown thiolimine tautomer HC(NH)SH of
thioformamide (HC(S)NH2) was generated photochemically in cryogenic argon and
dinitrogen matrices. One of the four observed conformers of this species reacts in a
tunneling-enabled C–S rotamerization.
The second publication reports the first generation and spectroscopic characterization of
aminohydroxymethylene (H2N–C̈–OH). Aminohydroxymethylene is persistent in solid
argon at 3 K and decomposes to NH3 + CO as well as HNCO + H2 upon UV excitation.
Another novel hydroxycarbene, namely ethynylhydroxycarbene (HC≡C–C̈–OH), is the
subject of the third publication. The compound reacts in a conformer-specific quantum
mechanical tunneling process, which is typical for hydroxycarbenes, to propynal.
The fourth publication describes the formation of the hitherto unknown cis-cis-conformer
of dihydroxycarbene (HO–C̈–OH) from energetically lower-lying conformers by
irradiation with near-infrared light in solid dinitrogen. Besides conformational tunneling,
the measured kinetic profiles of the decay of this new compound hint towards a side
reaction, namely its decomposition to CO2 and H2.
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Preface
This thesis comprises the work conducted during my doctoral studies in the group of Prof.
Dr. P. R. Schreiner. Its first chapter contains an overview of the advances in tunneling
studies applied in Organic Chemistry. These mainly highlight matrix isolation
experiments, but also include some references to chemistry conducted in standard wet
laboratories. Starting from the physical foundation of tunneling and its first observations
in chemical reactions we proceed to examples that led to what is nowadays called
tunneling control. We report that tunneling is able of qualitatively influencing a reaction’s
outcome, which is in contrast to the mainstream chemist’s viewpoint of only some years
ago.
As most examples, including our own work, are related to chemistry discussed in the
context of atmospheric and astrochemical processes, we provide some background
information about these issues in the beginning of Chapter 1. However, we take a rather
chemical perspective and do not go into details of the more general implications of the
(chemical) findings presented herein.
At the end of Chapter 1, we briefly discuss our preliminary results in projects that have
not been published yet. They further stress the possibilities one can realize when
exploiting tunneling effects.
While our own work is mentioned in the Introduction, detailed information can be
obtained from the respective peer-reviewed publications, which are reproduced with
permission from the publishers in Chapter 2. For experimental details we refer to the
corresponding Supporting Information, which is publicly available on the publishers’
websites.
This work would not have been possible if it were not for the help of many. I thank all
my mentors, colleagues, and friends, who supported me during the past years. I hope that
the findings presented herein will be helpful for other researchers or even inspire
completely new projects.

Bastian Bernhardt
Gießen, 11th October 2021
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1. Introduction
1.1 Motivation and Goals
Advances in synthetic organic chemistry during the last decades tremendously increased
the pool of accessible molecules benefitting vital areas like medicinal drug design and
materials research. In stark contrast, an estimate from 2012 shows that >99.9% of small
molecules have never been synthesized.[1] These data refer to stable compounds, typically
meaning such molecules that are persistent under ambient conditions. Taking fleeting
(i.e., reactive) species such as radicals or carbenes into account, even molecules
consisting of only a handful of atoms are only scarcely studied. Many of these compounds
potentially play a role in astrochemistry and atmospheric chemistry. About 200 different
compounds have been found in space until today;[2] some examples are depicted in
Figure 1. While insights in astrochemistry provoke profound questions about the origin
of life, chemical reactions in Earth’s atmosphere directly impact our climate. The latter
issue is of special interest in current times of climate crisis.
The conditions in outer space allow for the existence of seemingly exotic species (e.g.,
tricarbon monoxide[3,4] in Figure 1). Low temperatures and extremely high dilution
prevent the occurrence of most intermolecular chemical reactions that would lead to their
depletion. However, in denser parts of space, like molecular clouds, a manifold of
reactions has been observed or proposed.[5] These often seem unfamiliar considering
reactivity we know from ambient laboratory conditions. However, from a universal point
of view, space is governed by the reactivity of such small molecules and our planet
represents only a small – and in many regards even very special – subsystem. The
assumption that a lot of knowledge in (organic) chemistry exists crumbles when thinking
outside typical wet-laboratory conditions.

Figure 1: Examples of molecules detected in space[3,4,6–10] showing that a variety of functional
groups are present (1-3). These relate to the compounds characterized herein. More than 200
species have hitherto been identified in space.[2]

During my doctoral studies, we isolated and characterized such hitherto elusive species
using the matrix isolation technique in conjunction with infrared (IR) and
ultraviolet/visible (UV/Vis) spectroscopy. We were especially interested in the study of
quantum mechanical tunneling and photochemical reactions of such molecules. In a
typical experiment, a volatile sample is evaporated together with an excess of a host gas
(here argon (Ar) or dinitrogen (N2); the matrix material) onto a cold CsI (for IR) or BaF2
(for UV/Vis measurements) window (Figure 2). Reactive species can be generated in situ
either by pyrolysis of the substrate prior to deposition or via photolysis directly on the
cold window. The technique allows probing intramolecular reactivity of species trapped
in an inert matrix, a situation resembling conditions found in interstellar ice grains.
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Figure 2: Top: Matrix apparatus. Bottom: Schematic representation.

This thesis aims probing the tunneling reactivity of the parent thiolimine and hitherto
unknown hydroxycarbenes, all of which resemble candidates of atmospherically or
astronomically relevant compounds. Another goal is exploring the conformational
reactivity in dihydroxycarbene. The last project raises the question of the feasibility to
activate CO2 in a tunneling process. Generally, deciphering tunneling mechanisms and
disentangling the various influences on this quantum effect is a key step in transferring
quantum mechanical tunneling from a curiosity to a tool that can be used to control
chemical reactions.

1.2 Sulfur-Containing Compounds in Atmospheric and Prebiotic
Chemistry
Sulfur-containing compounds affect cloud formation in Earth’s atmosphere as they form
grain-like structures, which induce water condensation.[11] The main channel for the
formation of such structures is the oxidation of dimethyl sulfide (4), which is released in
14
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huge amounts by phytoplankton from the oceans into the marine boundary layer.[12,13]
Among the most abundant oxidizing agents in the atmosphere are OH and NO3
radicals.[14,15] Other conceivable oxidizers, which have been widely discussed in recent
years, are carbonyl oxides, also known as Criegee intermediates (12, Figure 3).[16] The
simplest Criegee intermediate (R = R’ = H) was characterized in the last decade,[17,18]
while its structure had already been correctly predicted in 1949.[19,20] We report a new
isomer (cis-cis-dihydroxycarbene) of this intriguing species further below. A simplified
overview of the mechanism of the oxidation of 4 is depicted in Figure 3.[15]

Figure 3: Overview of the oxidation of 4 in the earth’s atmosphere adapted from Barnes et al.[15]
Spectroscopically characterized intermediates (vide infra) are highlighted in blue. Bottom-right
edge: General structure of Criegee intermediates, which may act as oxidizing agents besides OH
and NO3 radicals in atmospheric processes.

While the methyl sulfinyl (9),[21,22] methyl sulfonyl (10),[23] and methyl sulfonyloxyl
(11)[24] radicals have been characterized by matrix isolation spectroscopy, the very first
intermediate (methyl thiomethyl, 5) in Figure 3, a carbon-centered radical bearing a sulfur
atom in α-position, remains elusive.[25] In our recent investigation, we could isolate a
derivative of such a species (15) and subsequently investigated its intramolecular and
intermolecular reactivity by doping the matrix with triplet dioxygen 3O2 (Figure 4).[26]

Figure 4: Generation of an α-sulfenyl radical (15) via photochemical C–S bond cleavage in paranitrobenzaldehyde dithiane (14).[26] Biradical 15 does not react with 3O2.

Many more sulfur-containing compounds have been matrix-isolated and discussed
regarding their role in atmospheric reactions (Figure 5) like, inter alia, the vinylsulfinyl
radical (17),[27] alkynyl thiocyanate and isomers (18),[28] the phenylsulfinyl radical
(19),[29] disulfur dioxide (20),[30] the methoxysulfinyl radical (21),[31] the sulfinyl radical
22,[32] and the hypothiocyanite radical (23).[33] While climate scientists build models to
predict Earth’s climate or evaluate data for accurate weather forecasts, the underlying
chemical reactions are still poorly understood and many postulated intermediates
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unknown. Chemical studies as the ones listed are needed to build the chemical foundation
of such models.

Figure 5: Examples of matrix-isolated sulfur-containing compounds with potential relevance in
atmospheric processes.[27–33]

With the same motivation, we studied the photochemistry of N-sulfonylamine (24,
Figure 6) in cooperation with Xiaoqing Zeng’s research group.[34] The reactivity of 24
represents another example of the rich and somewhat unfamiliar monomolecular
chemistry of small molecules similar to those depicted in Figure 5.

Figure 6: Species observed upon photolysis at different wavelengths of matrix-isolated 24.[34]

Thioamides represent a widely abundant class of sulfur-containing compounds. They
have, e.g., been used synthetically to generate biorelevant thiazoles via the reaction with
aldehydes.[35] In the prebiotic context, their intermediacy in the formation of various
amino acids has been implied experimentally.[36] While plenty of data exist on thioamides
(30), surprisingly little is known about parent thioformamide (30a).[37] Thioformamide is
a likely candidate for detection in space as it can be generated from HCN and H2S,[38]
both of which have been detected in interstellar media.[39,40] During my doctoral studies,
we isolated 30a (prepared from formamide and phosphorus pentasulfide)[41] in solid Ar
and N2 matrices and photochemically generated four conformers of the tautomeric
thiolimine (31a), a compound which had remained elusive up to now.[42] In the course of
this project, we also recorded the first X-ray diffraction data of 30a.
Some thioamides and their thioamide → thiolimine tautomerizations have been
investigated under matrix isolation conditions – both photochemically and in terms of
quantum mechanical tunneling (QMT) by keeping the matrix in the dark for a certain
period of time (Figure 7).[43–53] Only for thiourea (30c)[49,50] and dithiooxamide (30d)[45]
a thiolimine → thioamide QMT reaction has been reported. The absence of such reactivity
in parent 30a clearly shows that thiolimine → thioamide QMT is not the intrinsic
reactivity of thioamides, but only (remote) substitution enhances this process. We discuss
the effect of substitution on QMT in more detail in the next section.
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Figure 7: Matrix-isolated thioamides which have been tautomerized to their corresponding
thiolimine isomer.[43–53] The cases for which thiolimine → thioamide tautomerization occurs via
QMT are highlighted in red.

In our study, we observed a different QMT reaction, namely trans-trans-thiolimine
(31a-tt) → cis-trans-thiolimine (31a-ct) with a half-life of ca. 30 min in both matrix
materials (Figure 8).[42] This result is analogous to that of two studies on the methyl
derivative (31b), which have been conducted simultaneously in Coimbra.[52,53] The
reactions depicted in Figure 8 represent the first examples of QMT in C–SH rotations.
QMT induced rotations around C–OH bonds, which are much more common, are
discussed in the next section. We also showed that the analogous rotamerization is absent
in the perdeuterated isotopologue, which is a clear indication for QMT.

Figure 8: Conformational QMT of thiolimine tautomers of thioformamide[42] (31a-tt, left) and
thioacetamide[52] (31b-tt, right).

1.3 Quantum Mechanical Tunneling in Chemistry
The previous section concludes with an example illustrating the importance of quantum
mechanical tunneling (QMT) in chemical reactions under cryogenic conditions. Note that
these resemble the conditions encountered in space rather closely. In this section, we will
briefly explain the background and physical foundations of QMT before illustrating its
emergence in (organic) chemistry by discussing key examples from literature. We will
mention our contributions where fit.
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1.3.1 The Physical Background of Quantum Mechanical Tunneling
Classically, the kinetics of chemical reactions can be described by transition state theory
(TST) as developed independently by Eyring[54] as well as Evans and Polanyi[55,56] in
1935. The rate constant k of any reaction is given by equation (1) where kB is Boltzmann’s
constant, T the absolute temperature, and h Planck’s constant.
𝑘=

𝑘B ∙ 𝑇
∙ 𝐾‡
ℎ

(1)

The equilibrium constant K‡ between the transition state and the reactants is given by
equation (2), with the Gibbs free energy of activation ∆G‡ and the gas constant R.
Typically, ∆G‡ is obtained from quantum chemical computations via partition functions.
𝐾 ‡ = exp (−

∆𝐺 ‡
)
𝑅∙𝑇

(2)

QMT is a direct consequence of the laws of quantum mechanics. While, classically,
particles trapped in a potential energy well can only escape if their energy exceeds the
activation barrier ∆G‡, quantum mechanics dictates that there is a probability for escape
even if this criterion is not met. This can be illustrated by representing the particle with
its wavefunction Ψ as in Figure 9.

Figure 9: The probability for the detection of a particle on the right side of the barrier is not zero
even if its energy does not exceed ∆G‡. The particle (red) is represented by the square of the
absolute value of its wavefunction |Ψ|2, i.e., the probability of localizing the particle at a specific
position in space. For an observer, the particle appears to tunnel through the barrier.

Applying this concept on chemical reactions implies that there is a chance to observe
reactivity even though there is not enough energy available for the starting material to
overcome the transition state. This can be accounted for in TST by multiplying a
correcting factor κ.
𝑘=𝜅∙

𝑘B ∙ 𝑇
∙ 𝐾‡
ℎ

(3)

Jeffreys,[57] Wentzel,[58] Kramers,[59] and Brillouin[60] (JWKB) developed an approximate
solution to the eigenproblem originating from Schrödinger’s equation[61] to calculate the
probability of a random particle to tunnel through an arbitrary energy barrier. The
resulting barrier penetration integral θ is given by equation (4).
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𝑠2

𝜃 = ∫ √2(𝑉(𝑥) − 𝜀) 𝑑𝑥

(4)

𝑠1

In equation (4), V(x) is the energy potential, ε the collision energy (sometimes called
attempt energy related to the attempt frequency ω0), and s1 and s2 two points (known as
turning points) on V(x) on either side of the barrier at the energy level ε. In terms of θ, the
JWKB transmission probability κJWKB is given by equation (5).
𝜅JWKB =

1
1 + exp(2𝜃)

(5)

The JWKB tunneling half-life τWKB can be calculated from equation (6) by using the speed
of light c as a conversion factor.
𝜏JWKB =

log(2)
𝜔0 ∙ 𝑐 ∙ 𝜅JWKB

(6)

A somewhat more instructive way to quantify QMT within the JWKB approximation for
a parabolic barrier is given by equation (7). A particle’s energy-dependent JWKB
tunneling probability P(E) depends linearly on the activation barrier’s width w and on the
square root of its height V0 as well as the effective mass m. Hence, the impact on P(E)
upon changing the barrier width is larger compared to a change in barrier height or particle
mass. We will encounter this aspect in the case studies considered in the following
section.
−𝜋 2 ∙ 𝑤 ∙ √2 ∙ 𝑚 ∙ (𝑉0 − 𝐸)
𝑃(𝐸) = exp (
)
ℎ

(7)

1.3.2 Matrix Isolation Studies on Quantum Mechanical Tunneling
As under matrix isolation conditions most reactions cannot be realized classically
(meaning the situation is similar as in Figure 9), it is not surprising that this technique
proved to be of utmost importance to directly observe QMT reactions experimentally.
The second requirement to elucidate the effect of QMT is the availability of reliable
computational methods to predict ∆G‡. While temperature-independent reaction rates
(constant Arrhenius plots) or anomalously large kinetic isotope effects (KIE) are
experimental indications for QMT, for many systems QMT rates can readily be
computed.[62–64] Different software packages designed for this purpose are
available.[62,65,66]
Before the emergence of the studies discussed in the following, QMT has been
considered, if any, only as a means of indecisive rate acceleration by most organic
chemists.[67] Note that the first experimental observation of QMT in 1928 was based on
the emission of He2+, a chemically relevant mass.[68] The perception of QMT as a merely
quantitative (and in many cases negligible) effect on reaction rates (e.g., derived from
activation barriers obtained from Arrhenius plots) only changed in the last decades, when
more and more examples were reported in which QMT changes the experimental outcome
in a qualitative fashion.
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In 2011, our group introduced the novel concept of tunneling control, expanding the
notion
of
thermodynamic
versus
kinetic
control.[69–71]
Matrix-isolated
methylhydroxycarbene (33a) reacts to the thermodynamic product acetaldehyde (34a)
instead of the kinetic product vinyl alcohol (32) at 11 K and in the absence of external
stimuli (Figure 10). Only QMT explains that any reaction occurs at all, but, what is more,
only tunneling control can explain the qualitative reaction outcome. Note that a similar
example has already been reported in 1994 on the C–H insertion in tertbutylchlorocarbene,[72] but the concept of tunneling control had not been noticed back
then. Again, the availability of high-level computational tools was key to decipher the
underlying reaction mechanism: for example, in the 2011 study the focal point analysis
(FPA) technique[73–77] was employed on coupled-cluster[78–82]-optimized geometries.

Figure 10: QMT control in methylhydroxycarbene (33a). Relative energies in kcal mol−1 were
computed at the FPA//AE-CCSD(T)/cc-pCVQZ[83,84] level of theory.[69]

The notion of tunneling control as the third reactivity paradigm[70] opens the door for
exploiting QMT in order to achieve a desired reaction outcome that is qualitatively
different from classical expectations. In 2017, Gerbig and Schreiner showed that it is even
possible to obtain a tunneling product (Figure 11),[85] which could neither have formed
under thermodynamic nor kinetic control.

Figure 11: Formation of a tunneling product (37) from ketene 36 generated photochemically from
ortho-nitrobenzaldehyde in various matrix hosts. Relative energies in kcal mol−1 were computed
at the CCSD(T)/cc-pVTZ//MP2[86]/aug-cc-pVDZ level of theory.[85]

Some systems display multiple QMT-reaction channels, e.g., benzazirine 39 (Figure 12)
reacts to nitrene 38 via nitrogen tunneling as well as to the cyclic ketenimine 40 via carbon
tunneling.[87] A possibility of influencing the selectivity in related cases by incorporating
isotope labeling of the starting material is discussed in the outlook section.
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Figure 12: Competitive nitrogen and carbon tunneling in benzazirine 39.[87]

The example in Figure 12 illustrates the possibility for atoms other than hydrogen to
undergo QMT processes. Such reactions are summarized under the term heavy-atom
tunneling.[88] It becomes feasible if the reaction barrier is very narrow, which is often the
case in pericyclic reactions when trajectories are short.[89] Experimental examples of
carbon tunneling include the unsubstituted benzazirine → ketene rearrangement in
Figure 12[90] and Cope rearrangements in substituted semibullvalenes.[91,92] The first
observed of such reactions is the automerization of cyclobutadiene (41), which was
studied using deuterium isotopologues in 1983.[93,94] The first QMT reaction of a nitrene,
the nitrogen analogs of carbenes,[95] has been reported in the reaction of 2-formyl
phenylnitrene to the corresponding imino ketene.[96] Some pericyclic reactions displaying
QMT are depicted in Figure 13, also including cases for which QMT has been predicted
computationally.

Figure 13: Examples of heavy-atom QMT in pericyclic reactions. The automerization in
cyclobutadiene (41) was studied on deuterium isotopologues.[94] The Cope rearrangement in
semibullvalene (42) was investigated using methyl derivatives.[92] The QMT reactions of
[16]annulene (43),[97] pentalene (44), heptalene (45),[98] and the Bergman cyclization in 46 were
predicted computationally.[99]

Another feature of QMT is its conformer-specificity and, in some cases, the
inapplicability of the Curtin-Hammett principle.[100–102] This has been demonstrated for
the hydroxycarbenes in Figure 14, for which both conceivable conformers were matrix
isolated and only the trans-conformers (33-t) undergo QMT to the corresponding
aldehyde (34).[103–105] This finding implies that QMT can be selectively switched off when
generating the higher-energy cis-conformer (33-c) photochemically. Only very recently,
a study reported a case where QMT can be switched on by generating a higher-energy
conformer (Figure 14, right).[106] Again, these findings provide tools to control QMT
reactivity in a desired fashion with the potential to use QMT in reaction design. The effect
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is not limited to H-tunneling, but has also been observed in heavy-atom tunneling
reactions of benzazirines.[107]

Figure 14: Left: Only the trans-conformers (33-t) of F3C–C̈–OH,[103] NC–C̈–OH,[104] and
HC≡C–C̈–OH[105] undergo QMT to the corresponding carbonyl compound 34. Right: Switching
on QMT in 48 → 49.[106] Note that 48b only exists as an intermediate and was not detected
spectroscopically due to its short QMT half-life.

During the last years, some other hydroxycarbenes (33) have been isolated; the general
strategy is depicted in Figure 15. Most hydroxycarbenes undergo [1,2]H-tunneling to the
corresponding aldehyde (34). Deuteration of the OH moiety leads to the persistence of
these hydroxycarbenes. The resulting huge KIEs and high-level computed activation
barriers ranging from 20 to 30 kcal mol−1, which are insurmountable at cryogenic
conditions, provide compelling evidence that QMT indeed enables the observed
reactions. Note that the trajectory of the [1,2]H-shift (and, therefore, the barrier width)
does play a decisive role as well: a computational study on mercapto- and
selenomethylene excludes QMT in these compounds as the barrier widths are increased
due to the longer bond lengths in H–C̈–S–H and H–C̈–Se–H compared to those in
H–C̈–O–H.[108]

Figure 15: Strategy to matrix isolate hydroxycarbenes (33). Hydroxycarbenes with R = H,[109]
Me,[69] Ph,[110] tBu,[111] cyclopropyl,[112] CF3,[103] CN,[104] CCH,[105] OH,[113] OMe,[113] and NH2[114]
are known. Only the latter three do not undergo [1,2]H-shifts to the corresponding carbonyl
compound 34. Note that NC–C̈–OH and HC≡C–C̈–OH were generated from the corresponding
ethyl ester yielding the free α-keto carboxylic acid (50) as intermediate in situ.

Hydroxycarbenes possess a singlet ground state. This is in contrast to the prototypical
triplet electron configuration of carbenes according to Hund’s rule.[115] However, electron
donation from the oxygen lone-pairs adjacent to the carbene center stabilizes the singlet
state. As this results in a double-occupied sp2-type (σout-type) orbital at carbon, such
carbenes are nucleophilic in nature. Furthermore, the partial double bond character of the
C–O bond leads to relatively high rotamerization barriers. Note that in some
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bimagnetically stable carbenes like diphenylcarbene[116–118] and bis(paramethoxyphenyl)carbene[119] the singlet-triplet energy gap is so low that the spin state can
be photochemically switched under matrix isolation conditions.
The simplest hydroxycarbene (R = H, 33b) is a high-energy isomer of astrochemically
relevant formaldehyde.[120] As we showed prior to my doctoral studies,
hydroxymethylene can be envisaged as a building block in extraterrestrial sugar
formation (cf. formose/Butlerow reaction[121,122]), which occurs without the need for
solvent or base and is essentially barrierless.[123] The gas-phase carbonyl-ene-type
reaction depicted in Figure 16 provides a rationale for the dimerization of two
formaldehyde molecules: formaldehyde (34b, an electrophile) reacts with a nucleophilic
carbene counterpart (33b), which can effectively be regarded as a case of Umpolung.[124]
In our study, we detected C2 (51) and C3 sugars, the latter forming in a stepwise process.

Figure 16: Carbonyl-ene reaction between formaldehyde (34b) and its high-energy isomer
hydroxymethylene (33b).[123] This iterative gas-phase reaction might well represent an entrance
channel for the formation of sugar molecules in space.

Aminohydroxymethylene (33c) is an H2N–C̈–OH species which might form from HCN
and H2O in space. During my doctoral studies, we isolated 33c in an Ar matrix and
investigated its photoreactivity.[114] In contrast to hydroxymethylene (33b)[109] and
aminomethylene (53),[125] 33c decomposes (Figure 17) and does not undergo [1,2]Hshifts to the corresponding carbonyl (55, formamide) or imine (54, formimidic acid).
However, upon pyrolysis of the precursor (oxalic acid monoamide) both 54 and 55 form
among several other side products. Similar to other diheteroatom-stabilized
hydroxycarbenes, 33c does not undergo intramolecular QMT (Figure 18).

Figure 17: Photochemistry of aminohydroxymethylene (33c)[114] compared to hydroxymethylene
(33b)[109] and aminomethylene (53).[125]

Another hydroxycarbene of potential astrochemical relevance is ethynylhydroxycarbene
(33d). This compound has been suggested as an intermediate in the formation of small
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organic molecules from carbon clusters and water.[126,127] The stoichiometric fundamental
reaction is C3 + H2O → C3H2O.[128–130] While some C3H2O isomers have been detected
in space and/or under laboratory conditions, 33d has been elusive until now. Initial claims
as to its preparation in 1990[128] were refuted in 1992 on the grounds of theoretical
assessments[131] and by repeating and re-interpreting the experiments in 1995.[132] During
my doctoral studies, we isolated 33d employing the strategy used earlier to obtain other
hydroxycarbenes (Figure 15).
After pyrolysis, observed trans-ethynylhydroxycarbene (33d-t) interconverts to its cisconformer when irradiating the matrix at 436 nm. Prolonged irradiation leads to the
formation of isomeric propynal. The reaction 33d-t → propynal also occurs via QMT
when keeping the matrix in the dark within a half-life of ca. three days. Hence, 33d nicely
fits into the series of hydroxycarbenes’ QMT half-lives (Figure 18).

Figure 18: Experimental QMT half-lives (red) of [1,2]H-shifts in hydroxycarbenes.[105]

Obviously, and as already noted in the case of thioamides, the (remote) substituent plays
a vital role for QMT half-lives. This is most likely due to their effect on the reaction
barrier’s height and width. If substitution stabilizes the carbene center, the barrier of the
reaction towards the aldehyde becomes higher and, therefore, in first approximation, also
slightly wider (cf. Hammond’s postulate[133]). Apparently, the best stabilization is
achieved when a second electron lone pair-bearing heteroatom is attached directly to the
carbene center. In these cases QMT is not observable. The longest observable QMT halflives are obtained in captodatively (push-pull) stabilized hydroxycarbenes.
Substituent effects on QMT are not always as easily explained (note, for instance, the
examples of thioamides presented above). Much data are available on rotamerizations in
carboxylic acids. The first of such studies dates back to the 1997 pioneering work on the
photogenerated high-energy rotamer of formic acid[134] and its subsequent QMT reaction
to its ground-state conformer.[135,136] Investigations on acetic[137–139] as well as propionic
acid[140] and on several other examples followed thereafter, including, inter alia, α-keto
carboxylic acids,[141] trifluoro-,[142] trichloro-,[143] and tribromoacetic acid,[144] propiolic
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acid,[145] oxalic acid monoamide (our precursor of aminohydroxymethylene, vide
supra),[146] and a domino QMT process in oxalic acid.[147] The smaller QMT half-life of
the rotamerization in acetic acid compared to formic acid was explained by the facilitated
energy dissipation after formation of the lower-lying rotamer due to the presence of an
alkyl rotor.[137]
In 2018, we performed an analogous investigation on the rotamerization in carbonic
acid[148,149] and its monomethyl ester.[150] Somewhat counterintuitively, the QMT half-life
in this system increases with the mass of the remote substituent. This is in contrast to the
trend in formic, acetic, and propionic acid (Figure 19). Until now, there is no satisfactory
rationale for this behavior as all barrier shapes are similar according to computed data.
As intrinsic effects are to be ruled out, the effect of the surroundings, i.e., the matrix
material’s interaction with the substrate, is likely to account for the different trends.

Figure 19: Intricate conformational QMT in carbonic acid and its (trideuterated) methyl
ester.[149,150]

All case studies of conformational QMT discussed so far involve the generation of the
higher-energy rotamer by irradiation at energies above the corresponding activation
barrier. In 2003, however, for formic acid, C–O rotamerization could even be observed
when irradiating at lower energies.[151] Such light-induced or “pumped” tunneling has
been controversially debated ever since and could only be shown in another system in
2019 when the methyl-substituted Criegee intermediate was photochemically
decomposed to OH radicals and various side products.[152,153] It is assumed that the lifetime of the excited species and the time spent by a tunneling atom within the barrier region
must be comparable in order to observe pumped QMT. The latter was only measured in
2020 for Rb atoms and lies in the millisecond range.[154] Before this study, it was not even
clear if a single QMT process can be associated with a time at all or happens
instantaneously.[155]
When studying high-energy conformers, it becomes obvious that the matrix host material
has a severe impact on their persistence. For example, the high-energy conformer of the
hydrocarboxyl radical (HOCO) was only detected in N2 but not in Ar matrices.[156] Its
QMT reaction to the low-energy conformer in Ar is too fast to be measurable. The same
is true for cis-cis-dihydroxycarbene (HO–C̈–OH, vide infra). The stabilizing effect of N2
is attributed to its higher polarizability compared to Ar. A similar trend can be observed
when comparing Ar with Kr matrices. As external parameters influence QMT, these
provide another tool to control this effect, especially when thinking about standard wetlaboratory conditions and the variety of accessible solvents. One might also think about
enhancing QMT in a catalytic manner. Just recently, the first Lewis acid catalyzed QMT
reaction under matrix isolation conditions was reported.[157]
Conformational equilibria can be well studied by using near-infrared (NIR) light to
interconvert specific conformers into each other. This is usually achieved by excitation
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of overtones or combinational bands of O–H or N–H stretching vibrations with the help
of lasers. While such irradiation typically leads to rotamerizations in the proximity of the
excited bond, other examples are known where the above mentioned groups serve as
antennae to induce remote reactions. These include 6-methoxyindole,[158] kojic acid,[159]
NH2- and OH-substituted 2-formyl-2H-azirine,[160] and 2,6-difluoro-4-hydroxy-2Hbenzazirine.[161] Generally, the reactions induced by this method are very clean, i.e., the
resulting IR difference spectra are relatively easy to interpret as ideally only one reaction
occurs at a time. This is in contrast to UV excitation, which often leads to various side
reactions due to the higher energy input into the system and the generation of
electronically excited states. The main drawback is that overtones or combinational bands
in the NIR region are usually small in intensity and, hence, difficult to detect. There are,
however, exceptions, e.g., the first overtone of the N–H stretching vibration in the
thiolimine tautomer of thioacetamide is slightly more intense than its fundamental
band.[53] In some carboxylic acids rotamerization could even be induced by excitation of
the second O–H overtone.[162]
We applied the strategy of NIR excitation to generate the hitherto unreported cis-cisconformer of dihydroxycarbene (33j-cc, Figure 20),[163] an underappreciated isomer of
the simplest Criegee intermediate (vide supra) although it is lower in energy.

Figure 20: Generation and reactivity of cis-cis-dihydroxycarbene (33j-cc).[163]

Once generated, 33j-cc spontaneously interconverts to cis-trans-dihydroxycarbene
(33j-ct) via QMT within a half-life of ca. 22 min in an N2 matrix. When evaluating the
decay of 33j-cc and the increase of 33j-ct, both rates cannot be satisfactorily fit when
using the identical mathematical model. Only when allowing for a competitive reaction,
good agreement can be achieved (Figure 21). Note that the 33j-cc depletion in Ar is too
fast to record its kinetics.
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Figure 21: Kinetics of the IR band profile of 33j-cc and 33j-ct using models that do not (left) and
do (right) account for a side reaction forming CO2 + H2.[163] Experimental values are shown in
black and fit curves in red and blue, respectively.

Computations suggest that the side reaction taking place is the decomposition of 33j-cc
to CO2 and H2, both of which are, unfortunately, not detectable spectroscopically: the
high amounts of CO2 after pyrolysis prohibit the observability of small changes in the
CO2 concentration. Attempts to indirectly prove the occurrence of this reaction using the
mono- and dideuterated isotopologues of 33j failed due to very low concentrations of the
carbene after pyrolysis or the inability to overcome the rotamerization barrier when
exciting O–D overtones. Nevertheless, our study indicates that CO2 might take part in
QMT reactions. The outlook section presents ongoing work to activate CO2 in a heavyatom QMT process using a carbene.

1.3.3 Quantum Mechanical Tunneling in Reactions Conducted under
Ambient Conditions
Before briefly discussing our ongoing work, it is worthwhile to have a look at QMT
reactions that have been observed under ambient conditions.[164] In the following case
studies, QMT usually is more concealed than under cryogenic conditions, as many
activation barriers can be overcome. Hence, measuring temperature effects as well as
KIEs and comparing them to computed data is crucial to determine the contribution of
QMT to a reaction rate. Nowadays, sufficient studies exist to conclude that QMT is an
effect that does not play a role under matrix isolation conditions exclusively. While the
focus of the work conducted herein is on matrix isolation studies, it will be interesting to
see which effects discussed in Section 1.3.2 reappear in future ambient-condition
experiments.
The [1,2]H-shift in phenylhydroxycarbene (33h, Figures 15 and 18) has been studied at
temperatures between 320 and 350 K.[165] The measured k(OH)/k(OD) KIE of ca. 20
suggests that QMT still has a large contribution in this reaction even at elevated
temperatures and not only under matrix isolation conditions, as discussed above.
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An example of a typical laboratory reaction in which measured 13C KIEs are higher than
conventional TST values (neglecting QMT) is provided by the Roush allylboration of
para-anisaldehyde.[166] Only when incorporating QMT into the computations the
measured rates can be fit satisfactorily. The acceleration due to QMT is a factor of 1.36
at the reaction temperature of −78 °C. The authors conclude that “heavy-atom tunneling
plays a role in simple everyday organic reactions”.[166]
In 2016, a study showed that a nonheme manganese(III)-peroxo complex reacts with
aldehydes through hydrogen atom abstraction instead of nucleophilic addition.[167,168]
Later, temperature-dependent kinetic measurements performed on the reaction of a
nonheme iron(III)-hydroperoxo complex (59) with 58 concluded that QMT can dominate
such hydrogen abstractions (Figure 22, left).[169] The reaction mechanism of this reaction
changes from nucleophilic addition to hydrogen atom abstraction when going from higher
to lower temperatures; the latter mechanism is associated with a KIE of 93 at 203 K. Note
that classic k(H)/k(D) KIEs have maximum values between 6 and 8. In a related system,
deuteration changes the regioselectivity of the hydrogen abstraction leading to the
deformylation product 61 or carboxylic acid 62, respectively (Figure 22, right).[170]
Although QMT was not discussed in the latter study, it opens the door to control reactivity
in new ways by exploiting large KIEs.

Figure 22: Left: The reaction mechanism depends on the temperature with the hydrogen atom
abstraction being dominated by QMT at lower temperatures (TMC = 1,4,8,11-tetramethyl1,4,8,11-tetraazacyclotetradecane).[169] Right: Deuteration changes the reaction outcome due to
an immense KIE.[170] The ligands of the manganese(III)-peroxo complex are omitted for clarity.

With such intriguing results at hand, we are confident that QMT will be exploited in
ambient-condition reactions in the future and are looking forward to new possibilities to
manage reaction control.

1.3.4 Computational Predictions on Quantum Mechanical Tunneling
As mentioned in the previous sections, the role of quantum chemical computations to
detect QMT cannot be overestimated. In this section, we briefly summarize a few
examples, which elucidate aspects of QMT not discussed in earlier sections. However,
other studies predicting QMT have already been mentioned above.
A somewhat exotic example of the possibility of fluoride tunneling in 63[171] was reported
by Kozuch et al. in 2018 (Figure 23, left).[172] The effect of the linker (Y) on QMT halflives was studied computationally. Such “ping-pong QMT” has later also been suggested
for boron and carbon in similar compounds.[173] The same group also proposed carbon
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QMT automerizations in specially designed fulvalenes.[174] Similarly, results were
published on the automerization of the cyclopropenyl anion.[175] However, if the ring is
substituted with groups other than hydrogen, QMT is inhibited due to the non-planarity
of the system and the resulting long trajectories of the attached groups.[175] These studies
test the limits of QMT (i.e., heavy atoms or long trajectories) and aim to establish rules
of thumb for when to expect QMT.
In a different vein, QMT deemed the computationally predicted record of the shortest
C–C bond in a bridged tetrahedryl-tetrahedrane (64)[176] impossible to observe, because
the molecule would rearrange very quickly even under cryogenic conditions via QMT
(Figure 23, right).[177] The reaction is highly exergonic even though the resulting product
is a carbene (65). Hence, when discussing the viability of computed minimum
structures,[178] QMT has to be taken into account apart from activation barriers’ heights.

Figure 23: Computationally predicted QMT reactions. Left: Ping-pong tunneling of fluoride
(Y = S, SO2, Se, SeO2, SiH2, CH2, O).[172] Right: 64 is not persistent even at 0 K, because it quickly
rearranges to 65 via QMT.[177]

1.4 Outlook
During my doctoral studies, we worked on two more projects, which have not been
published yet. Preliminary results are presented briefly in the following.

1.4.1 CO2 Activation with Aminomercaptocarbene
In a hitherto unpublished cooperation with Markus Schauermann, we investigated the
possibility of activating CO2 in a QMT reaction using a carbene, namely
aminomercaptocarbene (67). Mercaptocarbenes are hitherto rather elusive species as only
parent thiohydroxymethylene could be detected.[179] Initial attempts to generate 67 via
pyrolysis of 2-amino-2-thioxoacetic acid (68) employing the standard procedure
discussed in Figure 15 failed, because the reaction profiles of the decarboxylation of
oxalic acid monoamide (66) and 68 are highly temperature dependent (Figure 24). While
aminohydroxymethylene (33c) lies in a rather deep potential well, 67 readily undergoes
a consecutive reaction to thioformamide (30a) at 1000 °C. This temperature resembles
the pyrolysis conditions and we observed 30a as the main pyrolysis product in agreement
with our computed data.
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Figure 24: Potential energy surfaces of the decarboxylation of 66 (left) and 68 (right) at 0 K (top)
and 1000 °C (bottom), respectively, computed at the B3LYP/6-311+G(3df,3pd) level of
theory.[114]

Therefore, we decided to perform the decarboxylation of 68 photochemically and indeed
were able to generate 67 complexed with CO2 (67-CO2). Once generated, 67-CO2 reacts
back to the starting material 68 at 3 K. This reaction occurs spontaneously via heavyatom QMT when keeping the matrix in the dark as deduced from measured and computed
Arrhenius plots (Figure 25). The possibility to activate CO2 and form a neutral product
(and not a zwitterion) using a carbene is unprecedented. Note that the underlying
mechanism is analogous to the carbonyl-ene reaction presented above (Figure 16), but
uses CO2 as the carbonyl species.
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Figure 25: Arrhenius plot of the 67-CO2 → 68 reaction. Red points: Experimental data. Black
points: Values computed at the CVT/SCT//B3LYP/6-311+G(d,p) level of theory. The left-hand
trend of the computed values agrees with classical Arrhenius behavior while the constant righthand trend represents the QMT limit of the reaction.

1.4.2 Isotope-Controlled Selectivity by QMT
As QMT is highly dependent on the mass of the atoms moving throughout the reaction,
isotope-controlled selectivity by QMT seems feasible. In a computational study such
cases were predicted (Figure 26).[180] However, an experimental study on this effect
remains yet to be conducted.

Figure 26: Isotope-controlled selectivity by QMT. The isotopologue determines whether 70
reacts to 69 or 71 as shown by computations.[180] a: R1 = OMe, R2 = H, R3 = H; b: R1 = F, R2 = H,
R3 = CH3; c: R1 = F, R2 = CH3, R3 = CH3; d: R1 = F, R2 = F, R3 = H; e: R1 = F, R2 = F, R3 = F.

During my research visit at the Institut Ruđer Bošković (Zagreb, Croatia), we synthesized
various diazirines (74, 78, and 82) depicted in Figure 27 according to established literature
procedures.[181–183]
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Figure 27: Syntheses of diazirines 74, 78, and 82. Yields of the isolated diazirines are given with
respect to both steps. Carbenes 75, 79, and 83 were photochemically generated under matrix
isolation conditions.

In a hitherto unpublished matrix isolation study, we photochemically generated the
polycyclic singlet carbenes 75 and 79 from 74 and 78, respectively. While 79 is persistent
in an Ar matrix at 3 K, adamantylidene (75) tunnels to 2,4-dehydroadamantane (84)
within a half-life of ca. 10 h (Figure 28). This confirms a computational prediction by
Kozuch from 2014[184] and adds to an experimental study by Bally et al. from 1994.[185]
Irradiating 79 at 627 nm leads to its interconversion, presumably to homopentaprismane
(churchane, 85). The latter finding still needs to be verified with reference experiments.

Figure 28: Experimental matrix UV/Vis spectra displaying the reactivity of 75 (left) and 79
(right). Note that the presence of 85 needs further experimental verification.

Performing the analogous experiment with protoadamantane diazirine (82) does not yield
the corresponding carbene 83, but rather its [1,2]H-shift product 86 (Figure 29). This is
in accord with our computed half-life of only 33 ms of protoadamantylidene (83) making
it unobservable even at cryogenic temperatures. We also synthesized the α,α-dideuterated
isotopologue of 82. We expect a different reaction outcome for the corresponding carbene
isotopologue (d2-83) as depicted in Figure 29. If this holds true, this would provide the
first experimental example of isotope-controlled selectivity by QMT.
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Figure 29: Isotope-controlled selectivity by QMT in protoadamantylidene (83) and its
dideuterated isotopologue (d2-83).

1.5 Concluding Remarks
We isolated two novel hydroxycarbenes, 33d and 33c, whose reactivity is in line with the
other members of this compound class. While QMT half-lives of hydroxycarbenes can be
rationalized on the basis of the electronic properties of the substituent, this is not as easily
conceived for other reactions like thiolimine → thioamide tunneling or rotamerizations
in carboxylic acids. In the latter case, external effects, like the matrix material,
presumably play a decisive role, which we just begin to comprehend. Future work should
focus on disentangling intrinsic and external influences on QMT. This might enable
controlling QMT via external parameters and, eventually, introducing a new technique to
manage reaction control even under standard laboratory conditions.

Figure 30: Overview of novel compounds generated in this work.

The four species displayed in Figure 30 potentially play a role in astrochemical or
atmospheric processes. For instance, thioformamide and its thiolimine tautomer 31a are
viable interstellar compounds and cis-cis-dihydroxycarbene (33j-cc), an isomer of the
simplest Criegee intermediate, is a likely active species in the reaction of CO2 with H2
towards formic acid. The latter example hints towards the possibility of CO2 to participate
in QMT processes. Activating CO2 in a heavy-atom QMT reaction as presented in
Section 1.4.1. provides a new means for this high-interest endeavor. Generally, QMT is
an abundant phenomenon in chemical reactions and we are looking forward to future
studies proceeding from observing to controlling and using this intriguing quantum effect.
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2. Publications
2.1 Characterization of the Simplest Thiolimine: The Higher Energy
Tautomer of Thioformamide

Abstract:
As sulfur containing organic molecules thioamides and their isomers are conceivable
intermediates in prebiotic chemistry, e. g., in the formation of amino acids and thiazoles
and resemble viable candidates for detection in interstellar media. Here we report the
characterization of parent thioformamide in the solid state via single crystal X-ray
diffraction and its photochemical interconversion to its hitherto unreported higher energy
tautomer thiolimine in inert argon and dinitrogen matrices. Upon photogeneration, four
conformers of thiolimine form, whose ratio depends on the employed wavelength. One
of these conformers interconverts due to quantum mechanical tunneling with a half-life
of 30–45 min in both matrix materials at 3 and 20 K. A spontaneous reverse reaction from
thiolimine to thioformamide is not observed. To support our experimental findings, we
explored the potential energy surface of the system at the AE-CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pCVTZ
level of theory and computed tunneling half-lives with the CVT/SCT approach applying
DFT methods.

Reference:
Bastian Bernhardt, Friedemann Dressler, André K. Eckhardt, Jonathan Becker, and Peter
R. Schreiner Chem. Eur. J. 2021, 27, 6732–6739. (DOI: 10.1002/chem.202005188)

Reproduced with permission from:
© 2021, John Wiley & Sons, Inc.
111 River Street
Hoboken, NJ, 07030-5774
United States of America
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2.2 Ethynylhydroxycarbene (H–C≡C–C̈–OH)

Abstract:
The species on the C3H2O potential energy surface have long been known to play a vital
role in extraterrestrial chemistry. Here we report on the hitherto uncharacterized isomer
ethynylhydroxycarbene (H–C≡C–C̈–OH, 1) generated by high-vacuum flash pyrolysis of
ethynylglyoxylic acid ethyl ester and trapped in solid argon matrices at 3 and 20 K. Upon
irradiation at 436 nm trans-1 rearranges to its higher lying cis-conformer. Prolonged
irradiation leads to the formation of propynal. When the matrix is kept in the dark, 1 reacts
within a half-life of ca. 70 h to propynal in a conformer-specific [1,2]H-tunneling process.
Our results are fully consistent with computations at the CCSD(T)/cc-pVTZ and the
B3LYP/def2-QZVPP levels of theory.

Reference:
Bastian Bernhardt, Marcel Ruth, André K. Eckhardt, and Peter R. Schreiner, J. Am. Chem.
Soc. 2021, 143, 3741–3746. (DOI: 10.1021/jacs.1c00897)

Highlight:
Ethynylhydroxycarbene—A New C3H2O Species, Chemistry Views 2021.
(https://www.chemistryviews.org/details/news/11292097/EthynylhydroxycarbeneA_Ne
w_C3H2O_Species.html)
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2.3
Aminohydroxymethylene
Aminooxycarbene

(H2N–C̈–OH),

the

Simplest

Abstract:
We generated and isolated hitherto unreported aminohydroxymethylene (1,
aminohydroxycarbene) in solid Ar via pyrolysis of oxalic acid monoamide (2).
Astrochemically relevant carbene 1 is persistent under cryogenic conditions and only
decomposes to HNCO + H2 and NH3 + CO upon irradiation of the matrix at 254 nm. This
photoreactivity is contrary to other hydroxycarbenes and aminomethylene, which
undergo [1,2]H shifts to the corresponding carbonyls or imine. The experimental data are
well supported by the results of CCSD(T)/cc-pVTZ and B3LYP/6-311++G(3df,3pd)
computations.

Reference:
Bastian Bernhardt, Marcel Ruth, Hans Peter Reisenauer, and Peter R. Schreiner J. Phys.
Chem. A 2021, 125, 7023–7028. (DOI: 10.1021/acs.jpca.1c06151)

Underline denotes shared first authors.

Highlight:
Aminohydroxymethylene, Chemistry Views 2021.
(https://www.chemistryviews.org/details/news/11313638/Aminohydroxymethylene.
html)
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2.4 Identification and Reactivity of s-cis,s-cis-Dihydroxycarbene, a New
[CH2O2] Intermediate

Abstract:
We report the first preparation of the s-cis,s-cis conformer of dihydroxycarbene (1cc) by
means of pyrolysis of oxalic acid, isolation of the lower-energy s-trans,s-trans (1tt) and
s-cis,s-trans (1ct) product conformers at cryogenic temperatures in a N 2 matrix, and
subsequent narrow-band near-infrared (NIR) laser excitation to give 1cc. Carbene 1cc
converts quickly to 1ct via quantum-mechanical tunneling with an effective half-life of
22 min at 3 K. The potential energy surface features around 1 were pinpointed by
convergent focal point analysis targeting the AE-CCSDT(Q)/CBS level of electronic
structure theory. Computations of the tunneling kinetics confirm the time scale of the
1cc → 1ct rotamerization and suggest that direct 1cc → H2 + CO2 decomposition may also
be a minor pathway. The intriguing latter possibility cannot be confirmed
spectroscopically, but hints of it may be present in the measured kinetic profiles.

Reference:
Henrik Quanz, Bastian Bernhardt, Frederik R. Erb, Marcus A. Bartlett, Wesley D. Allen,
and Peter R. Schreiner J. Am. Chem. Soc. 2020, 142, 19457–19461. (DOI:
10.1021/jacs.0c09317)

Underline denotes shared first authors.

Highlight:
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142, 20913-20914. (DOI: 10.1021/jacs.0c12720)
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